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At the launch of the UN Youth Strategy, the Secretary-General stated “...I want the UN to become a leader in working with young people: in understanding their needs, in helping to put their ideas into action, in ensuring their views inform our processes.” The global agenda is increasingly focused on young people as agents of change and key actors in powerful social movements. The Youth Strategy itself acknowledges that young people need to be full-fledged partners in the UN’s work of building a better world for all.

The Youth Event: #UNAOCyouth will bring together 100 youth leaders who have partnered with UNAOC through organizational programmes and initiatives over the past ten years. In UNAOC’s High-Level Group report released during 2006, youth was identified as one of the four priority areas for the activities of UNAOC. UNAOC has developed programming in the intervening years which recognizes young people as essential partners in achieving the vision of the organization. Examples of UNAOC’s programmes and initiatives include the Fellowship Programme, the Intercultural Innovation Award, PLURAL+, PEACEapp, Summer Schools, Young Peacebuilders and the Youth Solidarity Fund.

Innovative formats will be used to ensure participation by all 100 young people. The points of discussion will be the following:

1. Achievements of young people on the ground in the areas of:
   - Youth and Peacebuilding Using Intercultural and Interreligious Dialogue;
   - Youth and the Use of Media and New Technologies; and
   - Youth and the Prevention of Violent Extremism.

2. Good practices from the partnership between youth and UNAOC, and how these can be mainstreamed.

3. Input from young people to the operationalization of the recently launched UN Youth Strategy.
AGENDA

Opening Remarks:
Mr. Nassir Abdulaziz Al-Nasser
High Representative for the United Nations
Alliance of Civilizations

Keynote Speaker:
Ms. Jayathma Wickramanayake
UN Secretary-General’s Envoy on Youth

Open Dialogue with UNAOC youth focusing on:
• Youth and Peacebuilding Using Intercultural and Interreligious Dialogue
• Youth and the Use of Media and New Technologies
• Youth and the Prevention of Violent Extremism

Featured Moderator:
Mr. Ahmad Alhendawi
Secretary General, World Organization of the Scout Movement

Interventions from the floor
Olaoluwa Abagun (Nigeria)  
GIRL PRIDE CIRCLE INITIATIVE,  
FOUNDER & EXECUTIVE  
DIRECTOR

Syed Ali Abbas (Pakistan)  
PAKISTAN YOUTH ALLIANCE,  
FOUNDER

Kato Ssekah Abdu (Uganda)  
INTEGRATED COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE,  
FOUNDER & EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Olaoluwa Abagun (Nigeria)  
GIRL PRIDE CIRCLE INITIATIVE,  
FOUNDER & EXECUTIVE  
DIRECTOR

Syed Ali Abbas (Pakistan)  
PAKISTAN YOUTH ALLIANCE,  
FOUNDER

Kato Ssekah Abdu (Uganda)  
INTEGRATED COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE,  
FOUNDER & EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

YIaOlaluwaAbagun

@P_Y_A

millorskato

Kayf Abdulqadir (Canada)  
UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA,  
TEACHER TRAINER &  
FILMMAKER

Khadeja Abuhaliqa (Qatar)  
QATAR MINISTRY OF CULTURE AND SPORT,  
YOUTH COUNSELOR FOR THE MINISTER

Athar Ahmad (United Kingdom)  
BBC, JOURNALIST & DOCUMENTARY-MAKER

PLURAL+ 2014 Winner

UNAOC Fellow

UNAOC Fellow

@yin.ster

@kalbuhalha

@AtharAhmadBBC
Jihane Ait Bihi (Morocco)  
MOHAMMED V UNIVERSITY OF RABAT, CULTURAL STUDIES STUDENT

Young Peacebuilders Alumna  
@jihane.bihi

Jan Ajwang (Uganda)  
MEDIA FOCUS ON AFRICA, PROGRAMME MANAGER

Intercultural Innovation Award Recipient  
@janajwang

Monica Alanis (Mexico)  
REPENSEMOS MUNDO A.C., CHAIRPERSON

Summer Schools Alumnus  
monica.gabriela.alanis.rojas

Aanas Ali (Thailand)  
ILO, ADVOCACY AND CAMPAIGN CONSULTANT

Summer Schools Alumnus

Babar Ali (Pakistan)  
FILMMAKER

PLURAL+ 2017 Winner

Yuliana Ali (Indonesia)  
INSPIRING DEVELOPMENT (INDEV), PROGRAM COORDINATOR OF SOUTH SULAWESI CHAPTER

Youth Solidarity Fund Recipient  
@yyuliana.ali
Mariya Assinskaya  
(Kazakhstan)  
KAZAKHSTAN FOUNDATION FOR CULTURAL SOCIAL AND EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, PROJECT DIRECTOR  

Osama Aljaber (Jordan)  
UNDP REGIONAL HUB OF ARAB STATES, POLITICAL ENGAGEMENT & YOUTH PARTICIPATION CONSULTANT  

Hayder Al-Shakeri (Iraq)  
CONSULTANT ON POST-CONFLICT DEVELOPMENT & YOUTH ADVOCACY  

Mazen M. A. Alzaro (State of Palestine)  
DEBATE TRAINER  

Abdelbarie Amaachou  
(Morocco)  
MEDITERRANEAN DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTE FOR DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING, HEAD OF MEDIA GROUP  

Muhamad Hisbullah Amrie  
(Indonesia)  
PERKUMPULAN PAMFLET GENERASI, GENERAL COORDINATOR  

Mariya Assinskaya  
(Kazakhstan)  
KAZAKHSTAN FOUNDATION FOR CULTURAL SOCIAL AND EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, PROJECT DIRECTOR  

Abdelbarie Amaachou (Morocco)  
PEACEapp Alumnus  

Muhamad Hisbullah Amrie (Indonesia)  
Youth Solidarity Fund Recipient  

Mariya Assinskaya (Kazakhstan)  
Summer Schools Alumna  

Young Peacebuilders Alumnus  
@osamaljaber  

UNAOC Fellow  
@HayderSh  

Young Peacebuilders Alumnus  
@amaaxou  

@MuhamadAmrie  

@mary.asinskaya
Hamze Awawde (State of Palestine)
YALA YOUNG LEADERS MOVEMENT, CO-FOUNDER

Youth Solidarity Fund Recipient
@hamze.awawde

Saidaziz Azamov (Uzbekistan)
YOUNG LEADERS DEVELOPMENT PROJECT, CO-FOUNDER & HONORARY PRESIDENT

Summer Schools Alumnus
@UzSaidaziz

Areeg Ahmed Badawy (Egypt)
E-LITERACY FOR EMPOWERING WOMEN, CO-FOUNDER

Young Peacebuilders Alumna

Nicole Banister (South Africa/United States of America)
GRASSROOT SOCCER, TRAINING & PARTNERSHIPS SUPPORT COORDINATOR

UNAOC Fellow
@theycallmebanz

Youness Ben-Abbou (Morocco)
CHANTIERS SOCIAUX MAROCCAINS, INTERNATIONAL PROJECT COORDINATOR

Youth Solidarity Fund Recipient
@youness.morrison

Serena Bonato (Italy)
HUMAN FACES OF CONFLICTS, COORDINATOR

UNAOC Fellow
serena-bonato-51866145
Yasmine Bouguerche (Algeria)
MCGILL UNIVERSITY, MASTERS’ STUDENT IN STATISTICS
Young Peacebuilders Alumna

Jorge Antonio Chavez Mazuelos (Peru)
CENTRAL EUROPEAN UNIVERSITY, INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS MASTERS’ DEGREE CANDIDATE
Summer Schools Alumnus

Callie Chamberlain (United States of America)
REFUGEE RELIEF PROJECT, CO-FOUNDER
UNAOC Fellow

Selim Cherkaoui (Belgium)
COUNTERING VIOLENT EXTREMISM MISSION MANAGER
UNAOC Fellow

Tariq Hassan Chowdhury (United Kingdom)
DOCUMENTARY FILMMAKER
Summer Schools Alumnus

Alejandra Corvalán Maira (Chile)
FREELANCE JOURNALIST
Summer Schools Alumna

In: yasmine-bouguerche-079926168

@jorgeantoniocm

@ckchamberlain_

@alelitz
Kristina Cvetkovic (Croatia)
EDUNAUT - LIFELONG LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION, PRESIDENT

Summer Schools Alumna

Enas Daryacoub (State of Palestine)
INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR YOUTH DEVELOPMENT, Y-PEER INTERNATIONAL FELLOW

Young Peacebuilders Alumna

Saurav Dash (India)
SRADHA, YOUTH PROGRAMME DIRECTOR

Youth Solidarity Fund Recipient

Johannes De Bruycker (Belgium)
THE CARAVAN’S JOURNAL, FOUNDER

PLURAL+ 2014 Winner

Melchi-Zedek S.P. Dologbay (Liberia)
CAMP FOR PEACE, YOUTH DESK COORDINATOR

Youth Solidarity Fund Recipient

Tshedrup Dorji (Bhutan)
YOUTH INITIATIVE, STEERING COMMITTEE

Summer Schools Alumnus

@MelchiSaye
Ciarán Finlay (Ireland)
IRISH HUMAN RIGHTS & EQUALITY COMMISSION, HUMAN RIGHTS & EQUALITY OFFICER
UNAOC Fellow

Zeyad Elkelani (Egypt)
CLAREMONT GRADUATE UNIVERSITY, PH.D. STUDENT

Amira Ali Elmallah (Egypt)
SAFARNI, MANAGING DIRECTOR
Intercultural Innovation Award Recipient

Julie Feremans (Belgium)
MINISTRY OF THE INTERIOR OF BELGIUM, EU PROJECT MANAGER AT THE RADICALIZATION UNIT
UNAOC Fellow

Ernesto Ferreira (Brazil)
LUSCO-FUSCO, FOUNDER
Summer Schools Alumnus

Ibrahim Fouda (Egypt)
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF EGYPT, THIRD SECRETARY
UNAOC Fellow
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MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF EGYPT, THIRD SECRETARY
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Ernesto Ferreira (Brazil)
LUSCO-FUSCO, FOUNDER
Summer Schools Alumnus

Ibrahim Fouda (Egypt)
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF EGYPT, THIRD SECRETARY
UNAOC Fellow

Ernesto Ferreira (Brazil)
LUSCO-FUSCO, FOUNDER
Summer Schools Alumnus

Ibrahim Fouda (Egypt)
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF EGYPT, THIRD SECRETARY
UNAOC Fellow

Ernesto Ferreira (Brazil)
LUSCO-FUSCO, FOUNDER
Summer Schools Alumnus

Ibrahim Fouda (Egypt)
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF EGYPT, THIRD SECRETARY
UNAOC Fellow
Andreia Sofia Joaquim Friaças (Portugal)
QI NEWS, JOURNALIST & PROJECT MANAGER

PLURAL+ 2018 Winner

Christine Fyvie (South Africa)
MYDUNOON, DIRECTOR

Youth Solidarity Fund Recipient

Deniza Georgieva (Bulgaria)

Summer Schools Alumna

Borja Gil Prieto (Spain)
CARLOS III UNIVERSITY OF MADRID, STUDENT OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES & POLITICAL SCIENCE

Young Peacebuilders Alumnus

Eirini Gkatsi (Greece)

PLURAL+ 2013 Winner

Emily Glen (Ireland)
FAIR GAME PODCAST, FOUNDER AND CO-HOST

UNAOC Fellow
Anca Gliga (Romania)

UNAOC Fellow

Christine Goussous (Jordan)

HUMANITAS TECHNOLOGIES, COMMUNITY MANAGER

UNAOC Fellow

Ella Mae G. Gonzales (Philippines)

TAINAPHILIA CREATIVES, REPRESENTATIVE & PRODUCTION MANAGER

PLURAL+ 2016 Winner

@ellamaeg_

Alper Gurlek (Turkey)

YOUTH PEACE AMBASSADORS NETWORK, BOARD MEMBER

Summer Schools Alumnus

@alpergurlek

Momen Tareq Hameed (Iraq)

KOKAR ORGANIZATION, MEDICAL DOCTOR

Young Peacebuilders Alumna

@momenshorawy

Alejandro González Permingeat (Argentina)

UNIVERSIDAD NACIONAL DE ROSARIO, STUDENT

PLURAL+ 2016 Winner

@alejandrogonper
Breech Asher Harani (Philippines)
ALEXANDRITE PICTURES, FOUNDER/PRODUCER

PLURAL+ 2015 Winner
@BreechHarani

Tomas Horvath (Slovakia)
SOBI, DIRECTOR

UNAOC Fellow
@tomasmilehorvath

Klara Hoskova (Germany)
GERMAN UNESCO SCHOOL OF PRAGUE, TEACHER & COORDINATOR OF MEDIA PROGRAMS

UNAOC Fellow
klara.m.hoskova

Ahmed Mamdouh Ibrahim (Egypt)
EGYPTIAN FEDERATION OF BOY SCOUTS, MEMBER

UNAOC Fellow
Ahmed Ibrahim

Monica Georges Ibrahim (Egypt)
RESEARCH & COMMUNICATIONS CONSULTANT

UNAOC Fellow

Husam Ahmad Khalil Ismail (Jordan)

PLURAL+ 2016 Winner
Sally Itani (Lebanon)
UNITED NATIONS HABITAT, ARCHITECTURAL INTERN

Young Peacebuilders Alumna
@SallyItani

Petar Jankuloski (the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia)
GLOBAL VOICES LINGUA PROJECT, VOLUNTEER TRANSLATOR

Summer Schools Alumnus
@ebivetar

Sophie Zala Kanza (Democratic Republic of the Congo)
ONE YOUNG WORLD AMBASSADOR

PLURAL+ 2017 Winner
@SophieKanza

Fily Keita (Mali)
AGROWOMEN, FOUNDER & CEO

Young Peacebuilders Alumna
fily.keita.3

Ninka Khaindrava (Georgia)
WOMEN’S GAZE, CO-FOUNDER

Youth Solidarity Fund Recipient
ninka.khaindrava

Moiz Khan (Pakistan)
MEDICAL STUDENT

PLURAL+ 2015 Winner
Mariam Khuroshvili (Georgia)  
EU NEIGHBORHOOD & ENLARGEMENT, YOUNG EUROPEAN AMBASSADOR

Summer Schools Alumna

Kodzo Selom Germain Kogbe (Togo)  
AFRICAN NEW GENERATION OF EMERGING LEADERS, CO-FOUNDER & PRESIDENT

Young Peacebuilders Alumnus

Winnie Kinaro (Kenya)  
UZIMA FOUNDATION, PROGRAMMES MANAGER

Youth Solidarity Fund Recipient

Kay Sabrina Lee (Australia)  
OFFICE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, LAWYER (OPEN GOVERNMENT)

PLURAL+ 2014 Winner

Batsheva Dinah Levine-Moshe (Israel)  
UNISTREAM, CEO

Intercultural Innovation Award Recipient

Mamoun Mahayni (Syria)  
Summer Schools Alumnus
Sarah Markiewicz (Germany)
HUMBOLDT-UNIVERSITY OF BERLIN, LECTURER/RESEARCHER
UNAOC Fellow

@n_mamasadykova

Marta Meloni (Italy)
AFRICA E MEDITERRANEO, OFFICE MANAGER FOR PROJECTS & COMMUNICATION
Intercultural Innovation Award Recipient

@SagalAshour

Sagal Mohamed (Somalia)
SOMALIS AGAINST VIOLENT EXTREMISM (SAVE), FOUNDER
Summer Schools Alumna

@SagalAshour

Asmin Ali Monib (Philippines)
KAPAMAGOGOPA INC., COMMUNITY ORGANIZER
Intercultural Innovation Award Recipient

@SagalAshour
Paul Myles (United Kingdom)
ON OUR RADAR, EDITORIAL MANAGER

Intercultural Innovation Award Recipient

Neealana Naushin (Bangladesh)
DISHA FOUNDATION, FOUNDER

PLURAL+ 2018 Winner
@neealana

Isha Ngombulango (Sierra Leone)
YOUTH IN ACTION FOR DEVELOPMENT, FINANCE MANAGER

Young Peacebuilders Alumna

Jonah Ayodele Obajeun (Nigeria)
TOLERANCE ACADEMY, CURATOR

Youth Solidarity Fund Recipient

Alaeddine Oueslati (Tunisia)

Young Peacebuilders Alumnus

Eleanor Pinugu (Philippines)

Summer Schools Alumna
Urica Primus (Guayana)
GUYANA WOMEN MINERS ORGANISATION, PRESIDENT
Summer Schools Alumna
@urica_p

Shruti Rai (India)
PLURAL+ 2013 Winner

Bijeysh Ranjit (Nepal)
SAATH, DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT & ADMINISTRATION
Youth Solidarity Fund Recipient
@BijeyshRanjit

Tania Safi (Australia)
SHOOTSTA, HEAD OF VIDEO
PLURAL+ 2012 Winner
@taniasafi

Ritika Sagar (India)
YOUTH FILMMAKER & BLOGGER
PLURAL+ 2015 Winner
@ritzy2

Ihab Othman Said Salameh (Jordan)
GLOBAL NOMADS GROUP, REGIONAL DIRECTOR FOR THE MENA OFFICE
UNAOC Fellow
@ihabsalameh
Sise Sawaneh (Gambia)  
THE GAMBIA RADIO & TELEVISION SERVICE, JOURNALIST

Mohamed Shaltoot (Egypt)  
Young Peacebuilders Alumnus

Rumeng Shi (China)  
BEIJING CENTURY MIND EDUCATION TOUR GROUP (SHANGHAI BRANCH), PROGRAM DEVELOPER

Young Peacebuilders Alumna

Sise Sawaneh  
@SiseSawaneh

Mohamed Shaltoot  
@Shaltoot

Rumeng Shi  
@RumengShi

Yehuda Silverman (Canada)  
FREELANCE RESEARCHER

Renita Siqueira (India)  
RED DOT FOUNDATION - SAFECITY, COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER

Severin Stalter (Germany)  
KIT-UNIVERSITY, STUDENT IN CHEMICAL BIOLOGY

Yehuda Silverman  
@YehudaSilverman

Renita Siqueira  
@renitasiqueira

Severin Stalter  
@severin_stalter

UNAOC Fellow  
internalsilver

Intercultural Innovation Award Recipient  
@renitasiqueira

PLURAL+ 2016 Winner  
@severin_stalter
Abiodun Rufus Unegbu (Nigeria)
LEADERSHIP INITIATIVE FOR YOUTH EMPOWERMENT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR & CO-FOUNDER

Bruno Tarpani (Brazil)
PLURAL+ 2017 Winner

Neluni Tillekeratne (Sri Lanka)
SRI LANKA UNITES, CO-NATIONAL DIRECTOR
Youth Solidarity Fund Recipient

Mondher Tounsi (Tunisia)
YOUNG LEADERS ENTREPRENEURS, PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER
Intercultural Innovation Award Recipient
@mondhertounsi

Zied Touzani (Tunisia)
TUN’ACT, FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT
UNAOC Fellow
zied.touzani.tn

Fsahat Ul Hassan (Pakistan)
YOUTH ADVOCACY NETWORK, FOUNDER & CHAIRMAN
Youth Solidarity Fund Recipient
@fsahat

Abiodun Rufus Unegbu (Nigeria)
LEADERSHIP INITIATIVE FOR YOUTH EMPOWERMENT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR & CO-FOUNDER
Youth Solidarity Fund Recipient
LIFE.NIG
Ioana Vataman-Margineanu  
(Republic of Moldova)

PLURAL+ 2013 Winner

@ioanaluc

Nevena Vukasinovic (Serbia)  
EUROPEAN NON-GOVERNMENTAL YOUTH SPORTS ORGANIZATION, VICE-PRESIDENT

@nevavu

Mourad Yazli (Algeria)  
ALGERIAN YOUTH VOICES, CO-FOUNDER & TRAINER

mouradyazli

Sarah Zaaimi (Morocco)  
DEVELOPMENT & COMMUNICATIONS PROFESSIONAL

UNAOC Fellow

Young Peacebuilder Alumnus

UNAOC Fellow
UNAOC aims to improve understanding and cooperation among nations and peoples across cultures and to reduce polarization at local and global levels. It helps develop more inclusive societies, in which diversity is experienced as an asset.